BEAUTY UNDER FOOT BY ANNA BASKAKOVA)
(Introduction)
Beauty Under Foot ( pronounced: krasota pod nogamee) was a two- page full color spread in the March 12th
2003 Moscow TV Guide (TV Park). It included a 1987 Art Happening photo of me holding a manhole cover above my
head. The identical image was used for my 1992 NPCW postcard, “It’s a Grate Life!” The colorful article celebrated the
third anniversary of the unique non-profit website: Sewers of The World, Unite.
On Laughter Day, April 1, 2000, two enterprising artists: Alexander Kholopov and Natalie Lamanova invited artists
from all over the world to send photos of manhole covers to their website. Soon after, Michele Brody of NYC
(http://www.recoveringthecityscape.com) introduced me to the site. Imagine my surprise when I learned about a Russian
website devoted to my very own theme of manhole covers.
Since its conception on April Fool’s Day three years ago, http://www.sewers.artinfo.ru has expanded to over 2,
200 images by 166 people from 66 countries. Kholopov Artiststamps and my art images can be found under Archives.

(Translation by Lana Marochnik)
1. Even in ancient Rome they realized that manhole ways were dangerous. They began to close them up with the stone
covers. Since that time many different covers have evolved: iron, bronze, plastic, with advertising or crests,
memorable signs and so on. It is not surprising with time they became an object of attention for collectors. The first
people who became collectors were Russia’s Natalie Lamanova and Alexander Kholopov. But they were collecting
photographs of the covers. Then foreign fans joined them on a special site on the computer. Now you can see almost
3000 kinds of different covers from around the world. For the expert, the pictured covers tell the whole story.
2. The American artist Bobbi Mastrangelo takes the molds right from the streets making large reliefs from the images of
the covers. She gives lectures at school about manholes and teaches children how to paint them.
3. The covers are not only manholes, but also electric, water, telephone, or improving acoustics. This ventilation cover
can be found near the cathedral of Christ the Savior.
4. The broken 19th century clock was pulled down from ancient tower in Amsterdam where it was turned into the cover
for a manhole.
5. The Japanese are famous for their love of beauty. This cover from Nagasaki with blossoming wild poppies reminds
us of sophisticated enamel jewelry boxes. The Japanese are proud of their covers. They even founded a special
studio where they crocheted the images of the covers on silk blankets.
6. An amateur made this Indian cover and the person who made it scribed the design on its surface for decoration, but is
uneven in its design.
7. The architect Gaudy planned all slightest details for his cathedral of the Saint Family of Barcelona. Even the manhole
covers were in the style of modern.
8. All around Australia you can see these little covers with two keyholes in each of them. The locks cannot function
without a special key. This is why covers in Australia can never be found open.
9. The beautiful bronze top from Budapest is over 100 years old.
10. This top can be seen not only in Nepal (pictured), but also in any country. This classic type of bronze cover with a
square design was created the 20th century. The bronze cover with square and grid pattern is designed to enhance
the traction in questionable weather.
11. The anecdote: “If you collect 10 covers with the letter M, you will get a reward! The Moscow Canal Organization will
break your neck!” The message is do not try to collect these covers from the street!

